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Alex Pecoraro '21

Finance Major
Data Analytics Minor

Corporate/Commercial Banks Team at Aon-McLagan
What positions did you hold in the BCLC and what was your favorite aspect?

I served as an FYE Mentor during my 2nd Year in the BCLC. My favorite aspect of the BCLC was the endless opportunities for company visits as well as to build and maintain Alumni Relations.
How did the BCLC help you receive this position?

The BCLC helped me in receiving this position from the early introduction to professional business life as well as things like networking opportunities and resume critiques. Polina and all of those within the BCLC were an amazing support network for my first two years within the Business School that made my transition into taking higher level business classes very smooth. The experiences that I gained from the BCLC helped instill and maintain my personal drive to always try to improve upon myself, academics, and to focus on preparation to eventually secure an internship or full time job. Opportunities to set myself apart from others such as picking up an Analytics Minor or completing the Bloomberg Market Concepts Certification during my freshman year are things that I can directly thank the BCLC for and could never be happier for it!